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Editorial
The last six months have
witnessed a number of important
developments in earth science
conservation. Of these, the
success of the RIGS (Regionally
Important Geologica~/
geomorphological Sites)
initiative is one of the most
significant - RIGS groups ~re
now set up in most English
counties and progress is being
made in Scotland and Wales as
well. Media attention given to
earth science conservation issues
has increased during this time,
with national and local radio and
newspapers covering earth
science conservation stories.
And two national earth science
conservation conferences
brought together researchers,
planners, conservationists and
others to consider and debate
landscape conservation and the
conservation of mineralogical
sites.
Since the publication of the
last issue of Earth science
conservation, the composition of
the editorial board has changed
as Matthew Bennett left English
Nature to take up a lectureship
at Thames Polytechnic. We
wish him luck in his new post
and hope that he will continue to
write for the magazine from time
to time.
On the subje~t of
contributions, may I reiterate my
request for articles and news
items from you, our readers.
Our commitment to breadth and
balance of content and
readership involvement is critical
to the future success of the
magazine.
Lastly, can I remind you that
subscriptions for issues 32 and
33 of Earth science conservation
are now due. The price remains
unchanged at £5.50 for personal
subscribers, and a renewal form
is enclosed which I hope you will
complete and return to us.
With thanks for your
continuing support.
Mike Harley
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Snippets

Turloughs are seasonal lakes which
occupy depressi9ns in areas underlain
by limestone. They are a widespread
and characteristic geomorphological
feature in some parts of Eire, where
they have been studied in detail.
Until recently, such features were
virtually unknown in the United
Kingdom. Pant-y-llyn, an ephemeral
lake in Carmel Woods near Uandybie,
is notable as the only known example
of a turlough in Wales, and provides
the closest analogy in Great Britain to
the classic Irish examples.
The complex interaction of
hydrological, geological and
geomorphological controls displayed
by Pant-y-llyn makes it unique in
mainland Britain, and for this reason
the feature has recently been
designated as an SSSI. Major
concerns have been expressed over
plans to extend and deepen the
adjacent Glangwenlais Quarry which,
together with the turlough, lies in the
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Figure 1. The Pant-y-llyn turlough - location and setting.

Carmel Woods and Pant-y-llyn SSSI
(Figure 1). There are fears that
quarrying could cause water table
changes which would affect the
nationally important woodland and
cause the lake to disappear for ever.
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Earth science conservation is a twice yearly journal produced for the earth science
conservation community by English Nature, Scottish Natural Heritage and the
Countryside Council for Wales. We would like to thank all those who have
assisted with the preparation of the magazine. However, the opinions expressed
by the contributors are not necessarily those of the above agencies. Contact
addresses for the editorial board are as follows:

Editors
Cover photo: The Pant-y-llyn
turlough completely full of water
in mid-winter - see arti<;le inside.
(Photo by Stewart Campbell)
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Stewart Campbell, Countryside
Council for Wales, and John Gunn
and Paul Hardwick, Manchester
Polytechnic

Photo 1. The dry floor of the rurlough in early aurumn. (Photo by Stewart Campbell)
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Defining a turlough
Turloughs are found only in areas
underlain by limestone and frequently
occupy glacially excavated depres
sions. They usually receive inputs of
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• turloughs empty to the local ground
water table via swallets or estavelles,
and have no clear stream outlets.
Geology

Devonian
~ Conglomerates, sandstones
~ and siltstones

Carboniferous

Millstone
Grit Series

• turloughs flood seasonally to a
depth in excess of 0.5 metre for
part of the year and have a dry floor
(apart from residual pools) for the
remainder
• turloughs recharge via ephermeral
springs or estavelles

I
I

~easures

underground water between autumn
and spring, and drain in summer via
swallow holes or estavelles - the latter
are orifices which either discharge
water as a spring or allow water to
sink, depending on groundwater
levels (Coxon, 1986; Hardwick and
Gunn, 1991 a, 1991b). Coxon, who
has undertaken the most extensive
and detailed studies of these features,
distinguishes turloughs from other
seasonal lakes using the following
criteria:

The local geological composition and
structure are fundamental in
controlling the hydrology of a
turlough. Pant-y-llyn is located on
the northern limb of the South Wales
Coalfield syncline, mainly on
Carboniferous limestones. In
general, the strata in its vicinity dip
south at angles of between 25 and 40
degrees, and decrease in age
southwards. The 'Main Limestones'
are locally underlain by the 'Lower
Limestone Shales' and Devonian
rocks, which crop out to the north.
The complete limestone succession
here is about 100 metres thick and
outcrops over a distance of some 500
metres, before dipping beneath the
'Basal Grits' of the Millstone Grit
Series (Figure 2).
Hercynian earth movements
account locally for numerous faults
which trend obliquely to the regional
east-west strike, mainly in a north
westerly-south easterly direction
(Lowe, 1989). Importantly, the
turlough is underlain by the primarily
transcurrent Bettws Fault which has
caused a major horizontal
displacement (between 190 and 220
metres), and unknown vertical
displacement, in the solid strata. This
structure brings Carboniferous
limestones directly into contact with
older Devonian strata - thus the east
bank of the turlough appears to be
underlain by Devonian sandstones,
while the remainder of the basin to
the west lies on Carboniferous
limestones (Figure 3).

Pant-y-llyn - background and
setting
The turlough is situated in a closed
depression at the eastern end of
Carmel Woods. Between 5 and
10 metres of boulder clay occurs in
the vicinity, and it seems likely that
the turlough is located in a glacial
channel eroded along the structural
weakness of the )3ettws Fault. It
measures some 160 metres in length
(north-south) by up to 60 metres in
width when full of water in winter
(Figure 1). The depth of water (up to
about 4 metres) varies on an annual
cycle and reflects seasonal variations
in the height of the local groundwater
table (piezometric surface).
When dry, the turlough bed
resembles a raised mire (Photo 1),
with a dome of organic rich sediment
in the centre of the basin and linear
hollows close to its margins.
However, the organic material is
generally thin (5 to 10 centimetres),
being underlain by 2 to 3 metres of
yellow-brown silty clay of questionable
origin. It is in the hollows,
particularly those at the northern and
western margins of the basin, that the
chief springs and sinks which facilitate
the filling and draining of the turlough
are believed to be located (Hardwick
and Gunn, 1991a, 1991b). At the
northern end of the depression, the
turlough water fails to freeze when the
rest of the lake is frozen. Here the
residual pools linger longest during
the draining cycle of the lake.
Developing a hydrological model
Preliminary observations of water
levels (Davies and Stringer, 1991;
Hardwick and Gunn, 1992), and
tracer studies carried out for the
Countryside Council for Wales
(CCW) by the Limestone Research
Group at Manchester Polytechnic
(Hardwick and Gunn, 1991 a, 1991 b,
1992), have confirmed that the
seasonal lake at Pant-y-llyn functions
as a turlough.
In summer, the turlough is dry. In
late autumn, a small pool develops at
the northern end of the basin (Photo
2), fed by springs. By mid-winter, the
basin is completely water filled (Cover
photo), and stays this way until late
spring, when the water again drains
away through estavelles or sinks in the
floor of the basin. Although the
pattern of water level fluctuations in
the basin is well established,
Photo 2. A residual pool at the northern
end of the turlough. (Photo by Stewan
Campbell)
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understanding the patterns and routes
along which the turlough recharges
and discharges is more problematic.
In 1941/2, an artificial overflow was
incorporated into the southern end of
the lake basin to prevent flooding of
the road.
Tracer studies using Fluorescein
and Rhodamine WT within the local
area suggest that the turlough is not
simply fed by discrete, well defined
underground conduits, pipes or
streams flowing downslope or along
the strike of the limestone. Rather,
the feature seems to receive its water
from (and lose its water to) a local
groundwater body whose piezometric
surface fluctuates in accordance with
recharge derived mainly from the
west, along the strike of the limestone,
via bedding planes and fissures. It is,
therefore, suggested that recharge
from the west flows down the dip and
along the strike to mix with an
extensive groundwater body below
about 160 metres OD, in the Nant
Gwenlais Valley (Hardwick and
Gunn, 1991a, 1991b).
Most of the water passing through
the turlough has been shown, on the
basis of dye studies, to enter the
Gwenlais river from an unknown
source (perhaps along or erose to the
Bettws Fault). Tracer injected into
the turlough also appears in risings
(springs) in the floor of the adjacent
Glangwenlais Quarry, to the west
(Figure 3; Photo 3).
It is, therefore, believed that
seasonal recharge and discharge of
waters in the turlough reflect seasonal
variations in the piezometric surface of
a groundwater body located at the
base of the southward dipping
Carboniferous limestones, where they
pass beneath younger confining rocks
of the Millstone Grit Series. Although
some recharge to this deep confined
aquifer beneath the South Wales
Coalfield syncline is possible, the flux
of most 'young' waters is likely to be
eastwards, along the strike to one or
more of several natural and artificial
risings. These risings, and the karstic
conduits feeding them, must be
restricted and unable to discharge the
entire volume of recharge water
during part of the year, and the excess
water causes a rise in the piezometric
surface during late autumn and
winter. At this time, the turlough
begins to fill and the volume of
discharge increases from the other
risings. The risings, therefore,
function discontinuously. As recharge

Photo 3. One of the main 'risings' or
springs in Glangv,Ienlais Quarry.
(Photo by Stewart Campbell)
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declines in late spring and early
summer, the piezometric surface
lowers and the turlough drains via
fissures in its bed. Direct drainage
eastwards is impeded by the barrier of
more impermeable Devonian strata
beyond the Bettws Fault. The
disturbance caused by the fault may
have been instrumental in providing
fractures that allow a relatively rapid
transmission of water through a zone
close to it. As a result, turlough
waters may either drain southwards
along the fault and westwards to the
Glangwenlais Quarry risings which lie
at about 155-156 metres OD, or
remain stored in the underlying
aquifer to reappear as 'old' recharge
the following season (Hardwick and
Gunn, 1991a, 1991b).
Quarrying and the future of the
turlough

It is clear that the existence of a
piezometric surface at about 156
metres OD presents a number of
problems regarding proposed
extensions to the Glangwenlais
Quarry. Any extraction to depths
lower than this is likely to lead to a
lowering of the piezometric surface.
This, in turn, would probably cause a
drawdown of waters in the turlough,
thereby removing its hydrological,
geomorphological and biological
significance.
Pant-y-llyn, Irish turloughs and
the Breckland lDeres

Both Pant-y-llyn and the Irish
turloughs are associated with the
Carboniferous Limestone, and their
hydrological functioning is broadly
similar. Borehole water level
monitoring in the western Irish
limestone lowlands, in which the
turloughs occur, indicates that a water
table is present to a greater extent that
in many karstic areas, and that the
water level fluctuations in the
turloughs are related to the water
table. However, they are not simply
hollows which flood as the water table
rises, as they appear to be associated
with zones of higher permeability in
the aquifer. Similarly, Pant-y-llyn
does not seem to be fed simply by
discrete conduits, but is associated
with a fluctuating piezometric surface.
Whether conduits or zones of higher
permeability are also involved remains
to be demonstrated.
However, there are some differences
between Pant-y-llyn and the classic
Irish turloughs, resulting from its
distinctive geological situation.
Whereas most Irish examples occur in

an extensive lowland area of
Carboniferous Limestone, with no
other rock type in the vicinity, Pant-y
llyn occurs in close proximity to the
Old Red Sandstone and shales of the
Millstone Grit Series. Clearly, the
groundwater system is influenced
strongly by this and the presence of
the Bettws Fault. The karst aquifer
appears to be impounded by the
juxtaposed impermeable strata, and
thus presents a rather different setting
to the western Irish lowlands, where
turloughs are generally controlled by
more distant base levels determined
by the sea or large lakes.
Some of the Breckland meres in
East Anglia also have characteristics in
common with Pant-y-llyn, namely
they recharge and drain through the
same springs or estavelles. However,
they do not have an annual filVdrain
cycle, and, historically, total drainage
has only occurred episodically (Binnie
and Partners, 1973; Gunn, 1992).
Each of the five meres studied has
remained dry since 1988, the largest
such period on record. This may be a
result of excessive groundwater
abstraction, and if this is the case, it
demonstrates the fragility of this type
of system.
It is worth noting that of the 90 or
so turloughs studied by Coxon, only
60 are stillliydrologically active. The
remainder have ceased to function as
turloughs because of adjacent
engineering and drainage works.
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A unique karst site

Pant-y-llyn remains the only known
site on the British mainland to possess
all the characteristics of a turlough. In
this respect, it is truly unique. The
distinctive geological setting also
increases the importance of Pant-y
Ilyn, and makes it an indispensable
element in the network of British karst
geomorphological sites. Its unique
context and setting also present a
varied range of conservation problems
which may make the site particularly
sensitive to changes in the local
hydrological regime, such as those
that might be brought about by
renewed deeper quarrying in adjacent
areas.
It is in this context that the
Secretary of State for Wales has, on
CCW's recommendation, decided to
take a close look at the proposals to
extend the Glangwenlais Quarry.
Much also remains to be discovered
about the turlough and the way it
functions, and studies are underway to
resolve some of the outstanding
hydrogeological issues. For karst
geomorphologists too, Pant-y-llyn has
enormous potential. Earth science
conservation will keep its readers
informed of developments concerning
this important site.
Please note that access to Pant-y
llyn and Glangwenlais Quarry is
entirely at the discretion of Alfred
McAlpine Quarry Products.•
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Snailbeach Lead Mine
- reclamation and conservation
Laurie Richards, Wardell
Arrnstrong

Snailbeach Lead Mine in Shropshire
was once one of Britain's most
important producers of lead ore, with
an annual production peaking at
about 3,800 tonnes per annum.
During the late 19th Century, mining
slowly declined and underground
working effectively ceased in 1911.
Since then, the village of Snailbeach
has remained and slowly grown up
around the abandoned workings and
spoil heaps. The high toxicity of the
mine spoil to plants has prevented
colonisation of the main spoil heap,
and contaminated dust has been
transported by wind and water over a
wide area. This now presents a
potential health hazard to the
residents. Furthermore, some of the
shallow mine workings are unsafe and
some recent collapses have occurred.
In recognition of these problems,
Shropshire County Council
commissioned from Wardell
Annstrong and other consultants a
wide ranging study of the Snailbeach
area to investigate the nature and
extent of the hazards, and to propose
a reclamation strategy.
This article summarises the geology
and mining history of the area and
reviews the environmental hazards
identified. The r~clamation strategy
now being implemented by Shropshire
County Council is outlined, including
provisions for the conservation of
historical and mineralogical interests
of the site.
Geology of the Snailbeach area

The Snailbeach area is part of the
Shelve Inlier, and is underlain by
steeply dipping Ordovician
sedimentary rocks. These comprise
siltstones and sandstones of the
Mytton Flags Formation, and
mudstones and siltstones of the Hope
Group. A number of faults, striking
approximately north-south, bisect the
area. A second set, running
approximately east-west, contain the
most important mineralisation. The
solid geology is covered by only a thin
veneer of superficial deposits on the
hill sides, but thick glacial deposits
occur in the lower ground and valley
area.
The mineralisation of economic
importance is principally in the Main
Vein, and locally in subsidiary veins
known as Black Tom Vein and South

Vein. Mineralisation consists
predominantly of calcite, with ore
minerals of lead (galena) and zinc
(sphalerite). In the upper levels,
barytes, with some witherite, often
replaces calcite as the principal vein
mineral. Most of the mineralisation
occurs in the Mytton Flags, along the
lines of faulting.
The Main Vein runs generally east
west and hades to the south at a steep
angle, often near vertical or even
overturned. The thickness of the vein
is variable, but is usually about 2.5
metres. In places, the Main Vein and
Black Tom Vein coalesce, and this
results in a locally increased thickness.
History of mining

At today's prices, the Snailbeach Mine
has produced between £40 million
and £50 million worth of metals and
minerals since it was first discovered.
In its heyday during the 19th Century,
the mine was one of Britain's foremost
producers of lead. Ninety per cent of
its revenue has come from lead sales,
with the remainder from zinc, a little
silver, barytes and witherite.
The earliest workings at Snailbeach
occurred before 1780, but evidence of
these has been completely obscured
and there do not appear to be any
remains from this period.
In 1782, the Snailbeach Partnership
was formed and by 1797, mining had
reached a depth of 165 metres. The
workings were pumped dry, but as
they became deeper the problems of
dewatering became acute. The
Wagbeach Drainage Level was driven
1100 metres from the Minsterley
Brook to relieve these problems and in
]858, a Cornish Pumping Engine was
installed at Engine Shaft.
The mine produced between 2,000
tonnes and 3,800 tonnes of lead ore
each year, over a 35 year period from
1845 to 1880. Processing of zinc ore
is recorded from 1858, when zinc
started to be commonly used in
industry.
Smelting of the ore was carried out
at Pontesford, several miles to the
north, until a new smelter was built at
Snailbeach in 1863. The smelter flue
ran just below the surface for about 1
kilometre to the smelter chimney on
Resting Hill, overlooking the mine.
The formation of the Snailbeach
Mining Company Ltd in 1867 led to
further modernisation of the mine.
The remains from this period provide
most of the features visible on the site.
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Particular attention was given to
upgrading the ore dressing facilities,
the mine was deepened and in 1872,
the construction of a reservoir was
completed. In 1877, a narrow gauge
railway from Minsterley was
completed and operated by a separate
company.
By 1884, the British lead mining
industry was in financial difficulty
and, despite technical improvements,
the mine began to make a loss. It
continued to operate on a smaller
scale until 1911.
Towards the end of the mine's life, a
significant quantity of barytes was
recovered. In the first six years of this
century, the mine produced between
2,000 tonnes and 3,800 tonnes
annually, together with a small
quantity of witherite. Bartytes
production from underground and
from re-working of spoil heaps
continued sporadically until the 1950s.
Environmental effects

The mining activity at Snailbeach has
left a legacy of metal contaminated
spoil heaps, unstable ground, open
and insecure mine entries and derelict
buildings which are hazards to both
the residents of the village and visitors
alike. The Snailbeach study aimed to
investigate and document the nature
and extent of the hazards, and propose
ways of dealing with them. The
environmental hazards are considered
below under four headings.
1. Dispersal of metal contamination
The main spoil heap of the Snailbeach
Mine, known as the White Tip, is
almost devoid of-vegetation and acts
as a continuing source of heavy metal
contamination in the area. Dispersal
of contaminated spoil away from the
White Tip is mainly as airborne dust.
Water erosion is a problem in
localised areas, but as there is no
major watercourse close to the tip,
dispersal into rivers is restricted.
An extensive sampling exercise was
undertaken during the study 
collecting soils, mine spoils,
vegetation, house dusts and waters in
a grid pattern over the study area.
These samples were analysed for lead,
zinc and cadmium. The mine spoil is
heavily contaminated in parts,
between 2.2% and 15% lead, 0.7%
and 4.7% zinc, and 74 parts per
million and 410 parts per million
cadmium.
Dust dispersal has occurred
extensively and episodically over the
years and is still active. It has
contaminated agricultural land,

Photo 1. Housing in close proximity to the
'White Tip, showing lack of vegetation
cover. (Photo by Laurie Richards)

gardens and domestic premises to a
significant extent and at some distance
from the tip.
The White Tip is located in the
middle of the village (Photo 1). There
are, therefore, many people who live
in close proximity to an active source
of environmental pollution by heavy
metals. The potential risk to human
health should not be taken out of
perspective, but clearly the residents
of Snailbeach have been, and continue
to be, exposed to lead and cadmium
from a variety of sources, which will
lead to higher than normal body metal
burdens.
There are a few recorded cases of
significantly elevated blood-lead levels
in children from the Snailbeach area.
However, there is no obvious adverse
effect on the residents as a
community, nor clinical symptoms of
poisoning, and it is probable that the
health risks are very slight.
There is only limited knowledge
about the sub-clinical effects of long
term exposure to low levels of lead,
however, and there are few, if any,
long term clinical studies of the effects
of cadmium exposure. It is known
that both metals are toxic in
biologically active forms and long
term exposure of sensitive groups,
particularly children and the elderly, is

to access the vein and, from the cross
cuts, horizontal levels were driven
within the vein. These levels were
spaced at vertical intervals of between
25 and 40 metres. The ore between
the levels was systematically extracted
using traditional methods known as
overhand, underhand, or shrinkage
stoping. The mine was extended to
depths in excess of 500 metres.
The recorded extent of the
Snailbeach Mine workings are shown

generally viewed with concern.
In 1991, several lambs in a field
adjacent to the White Tip.died from
lead poiso~ng and there are other
records of animal deaths.
2. Mine workings, shafts and adits
The method of mining at Snailbeach
consisted of gaining access to the ore
bearing vein by sinking vertical shafts.
Cross cuts were driven from the shafts
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Figure 1. Extent of mine workings and zones of instability at Snailbeach.
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footpaths and bridleways. Local
residents have free access to the area.
During the study, recommendations
were made - and implemented - for
temporary fencing around potentially
dangerous areas, together with the
erection ofwaming signs.

are to be made safe as part of the
proposed mine working infilling. The
recommended permanent treatment
for the other entries is to erect
permanent walls and/or gates across
the entrances to adits, and to infill and
fence shafts and plug or cap them with

reinforced concrete. Drainage pipes,
bat grilles and surface markers will be
incorporated into the seals, as
required.
It is proposed that the reclamation
works will be undertaken in two phases
and these are outlined in Table 1.

The reclamation project

Photo 2. Poorly protected shaft entrance.
(Photo by Laurie Richards)
in Figure 1. Because the vein
mineralisation was not persistent,
mining was sometimes discontinuous.
Stopes or chambers were formed
during the mining process within the
veins. Pillars of unexcavated vein were
not systematically left within the
stopes, although some isolated pillars
of unworked minerals could have been
left, and some backfilling of the
excavated stopes would probably have
occurred.
A precise rock mechanics analysis of
the stability of the mine workings was
not practicable because the mine plan
information, and knowledge of any
backfilling or collapse of the former
mine workings, is incomplete, and
because the mine is now largely
inaccessible. However, on the basis of
the available information and
underground inspections, it was
possible to characterise the mine
stability by dividing the workings into
three zones of depth (Figure 1).
Workings below Zone 1 vary in
depth from approximately 40 metres at
Black Tom Shaft to 90 metres at
Lordshill. There have been collapses
of the ground in both of these areas,
caused by high mineral extraction
leaving little vertical support for the

overlying strata. Workings within this
zone are potential1y unstable, but it is
not possible to predict the occurrence
of a collapse.
An examination of mine plans and
records revealed that there had been a
low percentage extraction of mineral
underlying Zone 2. At Lordshill,
however, where veins converge,
intensive working occurred, and there
is evidence of dynamic collapse at the
surface. Over the remainder of the
mining area, the unworked ground in
this zone serves as an effective barrier
between the collapse of workings near
the surface (Zone 1) and the deeper
workings (Zone 3).
Records show that below Zone 3,
excavation between the levels had left
sufficient unworked mineral and that
there had been sufficient back:filling to
support the surface. In this zone, it is
unlikely that there will be any future
surface collapse or subsidence. The
mine is partially flooded here.
3. Mine entries
Twenty four adits and surface
collapses and 37 shafts were identified
from plan records and site inspections.
Investigation work was undertaken,
where practical, at all identified mine
entry locations.
The positions of 29 mine entries (15
10

shafts and 14 adits) were positively
located; of these nine shafts and seven
adits were open to the surface. With
the exception of the five shafts beneath
the tip, the remaining identified mine
entries presented a potential hazard
(Photo 2). All of the entries were
temporarily protected to prevent
accidental injury, but none had been
made permanently safe.
4. Mine buildings and structures
The mining remains at Snailbeach
include engine houses for steam and
compressed air (Photo 3), remains of
mineral dressing plant, a blacksmith's
shop, a locomotive shed,
administration and accommodation
buildings, the smelter flue and a
reservOIr.
The buildings were all in various
stages of gradual decay, with
crumbling walls, roning timbers and
collapsing roofs. Many were also
partly overgrown. These buildings
pose a hazard to public safety, through
falling debris and unprotected drops.
One building, the large pumping
engine house at Engine Shaft, was at
serious risk of collapse.
The area enclosing most of the
buildings is in County Council
ownership, but is open to public access
and is traversed by public roads,

The overall objective of the
Snailbeach study was to develop a
reclamation strategy dealing with the
environmental hazards, and offering
the most appropriate and cost
effective afteruse of the area. Issues
considered include visitor potential,
the needs of the community, historical
interests, and landscape and
environmental protection. The
reclamation strategy proposed for the
White Tip and the underground
workings, shafts and adits, which will
involve archaeological supervision of
all site works in potentially significant
areas, and appropriate recording of all
features and remains encountered, is
outlined below.
A number of options for dealing
with the White Tip were examined.
These were to remove the tip and
transport it elsewhere (rejected on
environmental grounds), to rework
the tip for aggregates and recover the
lead and zinc (rejected as
economically unviable and on
environmental grounds), to remove all
or part of the tip and place it in old
mine workings, and to reclaim the tip
in-situ.
The available void space within the
shallow mine workings is sufficient to
take only a small proportion of the
spoil from the White Tip. However,
some spoil could be used for
stabilising the mine workings, with
saving on the costs of importing other
material for this purpose. It was
concluded that this, together with
reclaiming the tip in-situ, were the
most viable options.
Various methods of making safe the
shallow mine workings were
considered. These included infilling
the collapsed areas and underground
voids, constructing surface rafts, and
surface fencing.
Surface fencing can only be used as
a temporary measure and, because of
the size of the voids, the construction
of surface rafts was not considered
practicable. The proposed permanent
remedial measures range from full
structural stabilisation to bulk infilling
only of the collapses and underground
voids, preferably using graded spoil
material from the White Tip.
Twelve mine entries lie within the
identified Zone 1 instability area and

Photo3. Well preserved remains of compressor house. (Photo by Laurie Richards)
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Conservation of the mining remains
The mining remains at Snailbeach are
a largely intact example of a mining,
ore dressing and smelting site, dating
from the heyday of British metal
mining between 1850 and 1900.
Examples of such complete remains
are rare in Britain.
During the study, an archaeological
survey was commissioned from
Lancaster University by Shropshire
County Council and English Heritage.
The objectives of this survey were to
evaluate the visible surface remains,
locate remains from the earlier mining
periods - or to identify where they
may be obscured by later development
or vegetation - and to assess the
archaeological value of the site in
relation to other important mining
remains in the country.
A number of options were
considered for the reclamation of
surface structures and remains,
ranging from total demolition, to
restoration to original condition.
Following discussion and comparison
of the options, a strategy was devised
based around the concept of low key
restoration and consolidation of ruins,
allowing for visitor interest, access and
limited interpretive and educational
facilities. Surface structures which
have interest and merit conservation
are to be retained.
A start has already been made with
the restoration of the locomotive shed.
This building is likely to be developed
as a visitor centre. Consolidation work
on the compressor house is nearing
completion and restoration of the
blacksmith's shop is about to start.
The remainder of the buildings, apart
from two which are privately owned,
are scheduled for consolidation work
over the next two years.
Mineralogical interest
During the Snailbeach study, the
Nature Conservancy Council (now
English Nature) identified the
mineralogical interest of the mine
spoil heaps as of potential SSSI
standard and brought this to the
attention of Shropshire County
Council. Of particular interest was
evidence of the presence of
barytocaIcite, which if confirmed,
would be the first recorded occurrence
outside the North Pennines.
The mineralogical interest of
Snailbeach Lead Mine is best
displayed in the coarse material of the
spoil heaps and, particularly, of the
White Tip. The proposed reclamation
scheme makes provision for a
geological area to be created in the

Table 1. Proposed phasing of reclamation work at Snailbeach
Phase 1 1992/93
(i)

Treatment of all shafts and adits, with the exception of mine entries
directly associated with the working at Lordshill and Chapel Shaft.

(ii) Treatment of mine workings in the Black Tom Shaft area (between the
reservoir and the White Tip).
(iii) Construction of reservoir spillway; construction of 'V' notch structure in
the Wagbeach Drainage Level; repair of retaining walls (excluding walls
located adjacent to the White Tip) and bridge abutments.
(iv) Reclamation of Village Hall area and other areas, including tracks,
between the White Tip and the reservoir; installation of associated
drainage and main discharge from the White Tip.
(v)

A nUne of information - the Great Orme Mines project
Great Orme Country Park and the
Countryside Council for Wales
(CCW) all have varied interests in the
area, so different views on how to
manage and develop it might seem to
be a source of potential conflict.
However, the Great Orme Mines
project has proved to be a
considerable success story, where
industry, exploration and conservation
have married their interests amicably.
Tony Hammond, Andrew Lewis and
Eric Roberts, who created the Great

Margaret Wood, Countryside
Council for Wales
Within walking distance of the sedate
Victorian resort of Llandudno lies a
mining complex left derelict for
centuries (Figure 1). Present day
excavations, dumping of overburden
and the tramp of thousands of
tourists' feet every year sound like a
recipe for disaster. The Welsh
Development Agency (WDA), the
Gwynedd Archaeological Trust, the

Landscaping of above as appropriate.
Phase 2 1993/95

I

(i)

Colwyn Bay

(ii) Treatment of shafts and adits at Lordshill and treatment of Chapel
Shaft.
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(iii) Reclamation of the White Tip area and repair of associated retaining
walls; installation of associated drainage.
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Conclusions
The Snailbeach Lead Mine
reclamation project has now
progressed to the point of
implementation and a complex
reclamation strategy has been
developed. This encompasses
regrading and revegetating the White
Tip, stabilising the mine workings and
making safe the entrances. Most other
reclamation projects of this kind would
go no further, but in this case the
strategy is exceptionally wide ranging,
taking full account of the historical
12

interest of the surface structures, and
making provision for these to be
restored for low level visitor use and
educational interpretation. The
mineralogical interest of the site will be
conserved to allow further study and
educational usage.
This project is a rare example of its
type - an area of significant
environmental health hazards is to be
made safe, alongside the development
of a valuable historic and scientific
amenity. It is hoped that this strategy
can be adopted at other examples of
Britain's industrial heritage, currently
lying derelict and presenting
environmental hazards.
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south western corner of the
remodelled tip.
During the reclamation project, a
rescue operation will be undertaken, so
that known material of mineralogical
interest can be relocated to the
geological area. Any material of
interest identified during the reshaping
of the tip will also be relocated to this
area. It has been proposed that this
work should be undertaken in co
operation with Birmingham University
and the local RIGS (Regionally
Important Geological!
geomorphological Sites) group.
The proposed interpretive facilities
would also provide an opportunity for
a display on the mineralogical interest
of the site. This will be discussed
following completion of the
restoration work.
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Treatment of mine workings at Lordshill.
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Orme Mines Limited, have managed
to re-open the Bronze Age mining"
complex, with its network of tunnels
(Figure 2b) littered with bones and
stone tools, to unravel the mysteries of
ancient bronze manufacture, to
expose important geological sections
(Figure 3) and to create a fascinating
tourist attraction.
Archaeology
Archaeologists have been working at
the site for 15 years, the last five with
concentrated effort. Active digging,
under the auspices of the Gwynedd
Archaeological Trust, is continuing
and there is still enough work to keep
an archaeologist busy for life. Geoff
David and Frank Jowett are on site to
answer visitors' questions, as well as to
examine newly acquired artifacts as
they emerge. The British Museum
and Bangor, Bradford and Sheffield
universities have all assisted in dating
material and unravelling the methods
of mining. Some fascinating facts
have emerged. Miners in the 19th
Century found bone and bronze
objects and attributed them to 'Old
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Figure 1. The location and setting of the Great Orme Mines and adjacent quarries.
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Photo 1. A general view of the Great
Orme Mines and visitor centre. (Photo by
Andrew Lewis)
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Figure 2a. Schematic section through copper rich horizons in relation to the pattern of
mine working at the Great Orme Mines.
Figure 2b. A three dimensional view (oblique) of the workings at the 10 metre level, with
Vivian's Shaft (Victorian) centre.
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Men's Workings', thinking they were
of Celtic or Roman origin.
Radiocarbon measurements applied to
some of these objects have yielded
ages of 1,800-800 BC! These 'Old
Men' used bone tools to remove soft
malachite ore from trenches and
opencast pits which were
interconnected by tunnels. So far, the
present re-excavations have proved
the Bronze Age mines 70 metres
below the present land surface and
240 metres into the hill. The area of
the Bronze Age mines is, thus,
formidable - these early workers
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that has enthralled 40,000 visitors in
its first year.
Further information can be gained
by writing to Great Orme Mines
Limited, Nr Pyllau Farm, Great
Orme, Uandudno, Gwynedd LL30
2XG. Telephone (0492) 870447.
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providing helmets and fenced
pathways, the owners make regular
checks for radon gas. A black
hydrocarbon mineral occurs alongside
the copper minerals, but tests show
that this is well within the safety limits
set. Mine safety officers also visit the
site regularly and check all aspects of
safety.
The Great Orme Mines show that,
despite 4,000 years of development,
present day agencies can come
together and help to create a success
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Some of the Bronze Age
workings have exploited
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walk around the entire complex, see
the mines from the viewing platform,
examine the geological section and
watch a video of the project, before
donning a helmet and exploring the
labyrinth of tunnels. For those
thirsting for more information, a
resident archaeologist is on hand to
answer questions. A visitor centre
exists where minerals, artifacts and
displays can be viewed, and a shop
and tea room are also available.
Safety is paramount, and apart from

Lewis, A. & Wayman, M.L. 1992.
The Great Orme Bronze Age Mining
Centre. Bulletin ofMining and
Metallurgy (due for publication
Summer 1992).

Sequence exposed
in Rofft Quarry

Dolomitised limestone
equivalent to
Massive Limestone (outside zone
of mineralisation)

2.3-4

\
\
\
\

Sandstone-partly dolomitic

2.00

\

\

Lewis, A. 1990. Underground
exploration of the Great Orme copper
mine. Early mining in the British Isles,
5-10. •
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would also have processed, smelted
and distributed the ore, and employed
a substantial workforce.
Today's archaeologists are able to
recognise the ages of the different
workings by the mining meiliods
employed, for example, the breaking
of rock by fire-setting (Bronze Age),
iron pick (possibly Roman) or by drill
and blast method (Victorian). Other
clues are gleaned from the spoil 
more than 7,500 bone tools and
pieces of charcoal have been recovered
from the Bronze Age backfill, whereas
the 19th Century workings are
characterised by spoil containing
drilled limestone and pottery. Visitors
can view the entire complex from a
viewing platform, as well as tramp
through the tunnels as the ancient
miners did some 4,000 years ago.

Geology
The mines fall within the Great Orme
SSSI (Dinantian), and it has been
important to see that there was no
conflict of interest between the aims
and responsibilities of CCW, the re
excavation of the old mines and the
disposal of the overburden and
backfill. It was proposed by Andrew

Defines ceiling in lower incline

Dolomitised limestone

\

Based partly on work by C ..Io\. Lcwis, February 1992

-

\

Dolomitised limestone

t:::::r::::::::
_

Dolomitised
limestone

Argillaceous
limestone

Mudstone

Photo 2. Artifacts retrieved from the
Bronze Age workings. (Photo by Andrew
Lewis)

CaJcareous
~ mudslone

o

Sandstone

\
\
\

Lewis that some material could be
placed around the mine to create
pathways and to landscape the areas
adjacent to the entry road. Further
material was destined to be dumped
in the nearby Craig Rofft Quarry.
However, Craig Rofft contains an
important sequence of Great Orme
strata, as well as untidy piles of rubble
and waste on its floor from previous
quarrying. An arrangement whereby
the mine debris will be tipped over the
existing rubble to form a more
aesthetic mound, whilst retaining all
the important geological faces in the
disused quarry, has now been agreed.
On completion, the surface of the
mound will be re-seeded with a
natural limestone grassland mix, and
the characteristic flora (including
carline thistle) will be re-established.
A geological bonus occurred when
new beds were revealed at the mine
site, next to a pathway. Sandstone,
covered by dolomite, was exposed,
and this probably corresponds to
similar strata seen in Craig Rofft
Quarry. Above this, however, occurs
a mudstone which is absent in Craig
Rofft, having probably been removed
here by erosion. This mudstone is
likely to be the continuation of a
14

Figure 3. Carboniferous stratigraphy on
the Great Onne.

similar bed seen in the local Bishops
Quarry. Thus another piece of the
geological jigsaw has been
constructed. These mudstone and
sandstone beds are vital to the mining
history of the area, since they form
controlling horizons for the movement
of copper above and below these two
beds. Further controls are the joints
and faults within which the copper
ores are concentrated. Bronze Age
trenches reach down these faults to
the control horizon, and tunnels lie
below it (Figure 2a). Copper minerals
were emplaced up the faults and
fissures after the formation of the
beds. The dolomite, because of its
porosity, was a particularly good host
for the metal ones.

Education and tourism.
A land improvement grant from the
WDA has enabled pathways to be re
surfaced and fenced, and the
surrounding slopes to be landscaped.
The area is to be re-seeded and
visitors, who arrive by special buses
from the town centre, will be able to

Photo 3. A large, recently discovered cavern. (Photo by Andrew Lewis)
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Alf Grube, Christian Albrechts
University, Kiel

Nature conservation has had a long
tradition in Germany. The first
Nature Reserve, the Drachenfels
(dragon rock) in the Siebengebirge, a
mountain chain close to the Rhine,
was established in 1836 to protect the
site from the threat of rock extraction.
Another example is the Teufelsmauer
(devils wall), an impressive hogs back
north of the Harz Mountains, which
became protected in 1852.
Since the beginning of this century,
earth science conservation in
Germany has become increasingly
recognised within the scientific
community, although, as in other
countries, the conservation of flora
ahd fauna has always played a more

This internationally important
locality, with subtropical to tropical
Eocene flora and fauna embedded in
oil shales, was almost destroyed by
the planned extension of a large
waste dump. But now, after several
years of struggle, the site is under
protection.
Germany comprises an area of
357,000 square kilometres (England
130,500) and is densely populated
with some 78 million inhabitants.
The landforms and geological
features found in the country span
almost the whole of earth history.
These range from important type
sections and stratigraphic sequences,
to geomorphological features and
historic sites (for example, the sites at
which A.G.Werner developed his
ideas on neptunism in around 1788),

known internationally.
Until the 1970s, sites in Germany
were often protected because of their
aesthetic or historic value. Therefore,
a large number of impressive rocks,
large erratic boulders, volcanic
features (for example, basalt
columns), caves and springs are
under protection. Since then, site
evaluation has followed a more
systematic approach, with sites being
chosen mainly on the basis of their
educational and scientific value. In
general, little attention has been
payed to geomorphology and
palaeopedology
The Act on Nature Conservation,
passed by the Federal Government of
Germany, provides the framework for
nature conservation in which the
different Under develop laws of their
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and include the Precambrian,
numerous Carboniferous coal
sequences, salt diapirs, Mesozoic
profiles, examples of Tertiary and
Quaternary volcanism (like the Maars
of the Eifel region), and Pleistocene
sediments of the ice age, just to name
a few. Messel, Holzmaden,
Solnhofen and Eifel are names of
important localities which are well
16

Import.an1 sites or areas

1.

Messel

Eocene oil shales, unique flora and fauna

2.

Geiseltal

Eocene brown coals, rich fossils, cell
structures

3.

Solnhofen

Upper Jurassic limestone, Archaeopteryx

4.

Cologne Bay

Tertiary brown coals in large open cuts

5.

Riigen

Cretaceous cliffs, strong glacial tectonics

6.

Diemelsee

Upper Devonian type locality, fossil
limestones

7.

Saalfeld

Zechstein discordant over strongly
defonned Devonian

D

Miinchen

12. Leith!Elmshorn

Pennian, tectonics, salt dome, early
Pleistocene brown coals

14. Vogelsberg

important role. Despite the fact that,
in the 16 Uinder (federal states), a
large number of important geological
and geomorphological sites have been
evaluated and many of these sites
protected, the earth science
conservation movement in Germany
is comparatively weak. Messel
(situated close to Darmstadt) is the
best known example of this situation.
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Photo 1. Island of Helgoland with exposed Bunter Sandstone. (Photo by AIf Grube)
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The island of Helgoland (Photo 1)
consists of Bunter Sandstone and is
the result of the upward movement
of underlying Permian salt masses.
For a long time it has been popular
for research and large areas are
under protection (also for the rare
wild bird fauna). Including
underwater sections, many
hundreds of metres of Mesozoic
profile are accessible. Despite
quarrying activity since the Middle
Ages and bomb tests after the war,
large parts of the main island are
intact and provide excellent
exposures of sedimentational and
tectonic features.

o

carbonatites, loess proflies

.

different sites of volcanism

15. Domitz

large dune landscape, active dunes

16. Cainsdorf

Upper Carboniferous outcrop

17. Liineburg

gypsum hill over salt diapir

18. Schneckenstein

topaz specimens, studies of
metamorphism

8.

Eifel

Maars, phreatomagmatic processes

9.

Riidersdorf

glacial striae, first proof of glaciation in
northern Gennany

19. Serrahn

complete sequence of glacial landfonns

10

Nordlinger Ries

Miocene impact crater, defonnation
features

20. Helgoland

Bunter on salt dome, cliff morphology

21. Manebach

type locality for Manebach strata

22. Holzminden

Middle Keuper .standard profile

11. Holzmaden

Lower Jurassic limestones, rich fossils,
pregnant ichthyosaurs

I
Some of the important earth science sites and areas in Gennany.
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own. These laws differ from one
another only slightly.
There are a number of different ways
of achieving site protection through
the Act on Nature Conservation and
the Landscape Protection Laws. Sites
can be protected as Nature Reserves
(Naturschutzgebiet), as Landscape
Protection Areas
(Landschaftsschutzgebiet), or as
Protected Landscape Components
(Geschiitzter Landschaftssbestandteil)
if larger areas are to be protected.
Smaller and single sites can be
protected as Natural Monuments
(Naturdenkmal). The most restrictive
protection is achieved through Nature
Reserve or Natural Monument status.
In Landscape Protection Areas,
extraction of minerals, for example, is
still possible, and protection of
sensitive sites cannot be guaranteed.
Protected Landscape Components are
a new protection category - so far,
very few earth science sites are
protected in this way. The protection
of sites can also be achieved in large
scale National Parks, of which a
number exist in Germany.
Glaciomorphologic forms are
protected in this way in the Alps, and
examples of active sedimentational
and erosional features in the
Wattenmeer National Park, on the

North Sea coast. An additional
protection category is the Soil
Monument (Monument Protection
Law), but full protection cannot be
guaranteed.
In Germany, there are no protection
categories which apply only to earth
science sites - like Geological Natural
Monuments and the Hydrogeologic
Natural Monuments in the former
German Democratic Republic. There
is no special legal framework for earth
science conservation within existing
laws, although detailed proposals have
been submitted. A Protecting Order
can be passed by the State, the Lander
or the Municipality. However, the
potential for loss of unique sites,
because of gaps in the legal system, is
considerable (Wild, 1988).
The evaluation and proposal of new
earth science sites has developed
differently in each Lander. This is
also true for the state of site
protection. Most areas of Germany
are covered by a systematic
evaluation. For example, in
Northrhine-Westfalia and Baden
Wiimemberg, a stringent and
systematic evaluation began early in
the 1970s, with the re-examination of
formerly protected sites and the
proposal of new ones. In these
Lander, as well as in Lower Saxony,

Photo 2. Skeleton of a miniature horse from the Eocene brown coals of the Geiseltal.
(Photo by E.Voight)
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Hessen and others, a well developed
system of sites now exists. In
Schleswig-Holstein, a map of valuable
earth science sites was finished last
year, through the private efforts of a
few interested scientists (in Schleswig
Holstein there are no professional
earth science conservationists).
In the former German Democratic
Republic, earth science conservation
generally had a strong position - an
example of the advantages of a system
without much private ownership. Site
evaluation began in the 1960s, and
was reinforced at the beginning of the
1970s. For example, in Saxony and
Thiiringen, the system of earth
science sites of interest is well
developed and a lot of publications
exist.
Altogether, more than 5,000 earth
science sites have been registered in
Germany. Maybe a third of these
sites are under protection, but this
number decreases if only the most
restrictive protection categories are
considered.
Despite the committed work of
earth scientists in large parts of
Germany, the state of evaluation and,
even more, the state of protection of
sites must be termed inadequate. A
special legal statute on earth science
conservation, a popularisation of
geoscientific nature conservation and
an increased engagement of earth
scientists in landscape development
are absolutely essential in Germany.
Furthermore, the density of the earth
science site system has to be increased
in order to persistently preserve a
representative picture of the German
geological and geomorphologlcal
heritage.

Photo 3. Cretaceous cliffs on the island of Rugen. (Photo by H. ]. Lied)

Geiseltal near Halle

Lieth near Elmshorn

The Geisel is a small side stream
of the Saale near Halle. The area
comprises a number of open cuts
in Eocene brown coal. The
thickness of the coal partly reaches
120 metres, which is the result of
the solution of salt sediments in
the underlying rocks. After the
first finds at the beginning of the
century, the Geiseltal became one
of the most important fossil sites in
the world. Besides the richness of
the fossil fauna and flora, the state
of preservation is excellent. A
large number of insects,
gastropods, fish, amphibians,
reptiles, birds and mammals
(Photo 2) have been found in rich
diversity, and the glands, hairs,
muscles and cell nuclei in animal
skins discovered in a unique state
of preservation.

This locality, west of Hamburg, has been investigated since the middle of the
last century. The exposure, in an old quarry, shows Rotliegend and Zechstein
sediments on the top of a salt diapir. It provides excellent profiles for horizons
like the Kupferschiefer. In the Rotliegend, a rich Palaeozoic fauna and a
mesophytic flora have been found. The complicated tectonic features of the
salt diapir can be investigated too. Unique are the rare brown coals of early
Pleistocene age which have been preserved within a doline. The site has been
protected as a Nature Reserve since last year.

On the island of Riigen, on the
Baltic Sea coast, large cliffs of
Cretaceous chalk are exposed
(Photo 3). The cliffs are up to 120
metres high. Within the chalk,
evidence of volcanic activity (tuft)
has been found. The chalk was
strongly deformed by the advance
of Pleistocene glaciers and a large
number of Pleistocene units can be
distinguished. The area is one of
the most attractive recreational
areas in Germany and fossil
collectors can be very successful.
The area is also under protection as
a Nature Reserve.
Reference

Wild, R. 1988. The protection of
fossils and palaeontological sites in the
Federal Republic of Germany. Special
Papers in Palaeontology, 40, 181-189.•

The engineer and King Canute
Chris Stevens, English Nature

"The biggest single threat to our
natural heritage - geological,
geomorphologlcal and wildlife - seems
likely to be at the coast, at least over
the next few decades."
One of the legacies of the Ice Ages in
Britain (along with magnificent

landscapes and a rich diversity of
deposits and fossils) is rising land levels
in the northern half of the country and
falling levels in the south. The result is
a relative rise in sea level along
England's low, erodible east and south
coasts. Another legacy, this time with
its origins in our great, great
grandparents' generation, is the massive
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reclamation of low lying coastal land
and the construction of coast defence
works as we know them today.
These legacies are working against
one another - as they always did. The
difference today is that 'natural' falling
land levels are being complemented by
globally rising sea levels; that the sea
defences built in the 18th Century and

strengthened m the post-l Y5j tlood
era are now unequal to the task, and
need massive and expensive
maintenance; and, lastly, that we are
going to lose a huge slice Cl have heard
estimates of 30% for England) of our
natural heritage as it is squeezed
between the rising sea and ever
heightened sea walls or defended cliffs.
Let me illustrate the concept of
'coastal squeeze' with saltmarshes 
although we could equally argue the
case with mudflats, sand dunes,
shingle ridges, spits or beaches.
Saltmarshes have been greatly reduced
in area by agricultural enclosure,
industrial infilling, rubbish dumping
and many other activities. The ones
that are left are essential elements in
our coastal sedimentary systems and
integral parts of our coastal scenery 
as well as being the powerhouse of
estuarine and open coastal
productivity. The areas we have
fought so hard to preserve in the past
are being squeezed between rising sea
levels and flood protection banks. Left
to their own devices, saltmarshes
would migrate inland and re
equilibrate with higher sea levels,
sustaining species and one of the
closest things we have in Britain to
wilderness. But with a sea wall in the
way the marsh is drowned.
Combine the drowning or
destruction of saltmarshes, sand dunes
and shingle ridges with the widespread
fixing of eroding cliffs and we have a
looming disaster. The prospect 
indeed, the inevitable outcome - seems
to be continuously engineered
defences covering all of the soft coast
from the Humber to the Thames, from
Worthing to Weymouth, and well
beyond. The reason is simple; eroding
cliffs are the other half of the coastal
equation. They are a major source of
sediment that sustains our shingle
ridges, sand dunes, saltmarshes and
mudflats. So, without cliff erosion, we
could eventually need sea walls along
all of our low lying coasts to combat
flooding. Cliff erosion also sustains
healthy beaches - natural sea defences
without which we have, or will have,
galloping cliff retreat. We will
eventually need defences on most
erodible cliffs too, creating a vision of a
solid line of concreted cliffs and barren
sea walls. Such a vision would imply
almost complete elimination of wildlife
habitat, geological features and classic
landforms from around our coasts.
Retreating gracefully

The solution for nature conservation
must be to accept the dynamic nature
of the coast; to allow it space and to

work with it, not constraining it by
ever higher sea walls and bigger
concrete structures in front of cliffs. I
can imagine that, even in the
environmentally aware 1990s, this
solution would command little real
support, even in view of the loss of
such a large proportion of our natural
heritage, if the economics were
unfavourable. In fact they are not - far
from it - and the concept of giving the
natural systems on the coast space to
work for conservation and economic
reasons has become known variously
as 'managed retreat', 'coastal regener
ation', and most succinctly, 'set-back'.
Who wants to flood London? Or
the thousands of acres of fertile land
behind the Wash? Or lose
Bournemouth to cliff erosion? There
is, of course, little argument about
flooding substantial urban areas, or
massive tracts of prime agricultural
land. The concept of set-back mainly
concerns strips of agricultural land, a
few fields wide, between sea walls and
rising ground, or behind eroding cliffs.
It concerns land along the coast that
has not been subject to intensive
development. Most of all it concerns
areas where major nature conservation
losses will occur if the existing
defended shoreline is maintained 
characteristically places where huge
costs are incurred in continuing to
protect small strips of hinterland.
I have said that the economics of
set-back are going to be a fundamental
consideration. Ultimately, we all
contribute to the costs and we all gain
from the benefits. Economics appear
likely to work with nature conservation
(for a change!) - but only if the full
costs and benefits are considered.
This is a complex field, with the
quantification of some costs and
benefits going well beyond our current
capabilities. We can, however,
certainly include costs such as
depriving adjacent coasts of sediment
as a result of traditional coastal
defence structures and loss of habitats
from coastal squeeze, and the benefits
to both habitat creation and sustaining
sedimentary systems arising from more
sympathetic management options.
Cost benefit assessment must also
consider those whose land is being
lost, although that loss is contributing
to the nation's gain. Such factors are
only partially considered at present
when we assess the cost benefits of
maintaining or constructing sea walls
and cliff protection schemes.
The development of more
sympathetic approaches to coastal
engineering forms a study area which
has arisen from a quiet revolution in
civil engineering, and which embraces
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the growth in acceptance of 'soft'
engineering as a viable alternative to
traditional techniques.
The softer face of engineering

Soft engineering could rank as a classic
contradiction in terms. Essentially it
means working with, rather than
against, nature - in this case using
natural systems to absorb the energy of
waves and tides. In practice, it means
allowing the space for healthy saltmarsh
to develop in front of sea walls or,
where the low lying coastal strip is
narrow, letting saltmarsh re-establish as
far as the rising ground inland, or at
least over part of it; it means leaving
shingle ridges to adapt to storms,
thereby dissipating 90% of the sea's
energy, but accepting that they will be
over-topped at times; it means leaving
sand dunes as natural reservoirs to feed
sediments into the system, to sustain
beaches, or to accumulate in their own
right; and finally, it means allowing
continuing - even if partially controlled 
erosion of cliffs to further 'sustain
sediment supply.
How will we cope with low lying
villages, with human safety, with the
loss of reedbeds and freshwater grazing
. marsh if we pursue set-back? Here we
have to take hard decisions. In many
cases it appears that, for flood
protection, a far smaller, cheaper
'backstop' sea wall might be the
answer, leaving the natural outer
system to bear the main brunt of the
sea's energy. Partial protection by
beach feeding and offshore
breakwaters are analogous techniques
for eroding cliffs. Such approaches are
a very promising area for further
development, and enough is known to
implement many of them now.
There are other issues that we must
tackle. How, fot instance, can we deal
with agricultural land that has sunk
below sea level since it was reclaimed
(a consequence of drainage is that clay
soils shrink irreversibly) so that simply
breaching sea walls might lead to a
lagoon rather than a saltmarsh? Where
can we find sediments for these areas 
will they arrive naturally or should we
consider using, for example, the
products of navigational charmel
dredging? How can we sustain
sedimentary systems across
navigational charmels? These, and
dozens of other questions, are our
challenge for the future. There is .one
certainty though - we have to face up to
these issues or we have extremely
unpalatable conservation and economic
prospects looming on the horizon.
(Adapted with permission from
Coos' article in Climate Action News)

Northey Island - an experiment in set-back
Richard Leafe, English Nature

Northey Island, at the upper end of
the Blackwater Estuary in Essex, is the
site of Britain's first monitored
experiment in set-back. Set-back, or
managed coastal retreat, allows the
coast to migrate inland from its
present defences to a new line of
defence such 'as an earlier sea wall,
abandoned as more land was claimed
from the sea. The area between the
twO defences is then subject to tidal
inundation and reverts back to
saltmarsh or mudflat.

force for erosion is sea level rise, the
marshes being squeezed between
rising waters and hard flood defence
walls. In Essex alone, there are 260
kilometres of sea walls - some 60% of
this country's sea defences. In places,
the saltmarsh in front of these walls is

Why do we need set-back?

In Essex, as in many other low lying
coastal areas in England, saltmarshes
have been eroding for many years,
rapidly diminishing this vital
conservation resource. The driving
Photo 2. The site after set-back during the
later stages of a spring high tide; the new
set-back wall is on the left and the original
but now lowered wall can just be seen on
the right. (Photo by IECS)
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all but gone, leaving them exposed to
the full force of the sea. Set-back
alleviates coastal squeeze by providing
Photo 1. The site of the Nonhcy Island
set-back experiment - before set-back.
(Photo by lECS)

saltmarshes with the room they need
to retreat landward, in pace with rising
sea levels. Not only does this prevent
the eventual loss of saltmarsh, but it
also maintains the natural coastal
defence that the marsh provides.
Consequently, sea walls can be built
to lower specifications than those
without the wave absorbing protection
that saltmarshes offer.
The Northey Island project
N orthey Island has provided a sure
opportunity to study set-back under
carefully monitored conditions. The
sea wallfronting part of the island was
damaged by wave attack as a direct
result of saltmarsh loss. With the full
agreement of the land owner (the
National Trust), the National Rivers
Authority agreed to participate in a
set-back experiment by rebuilding the
sea defences some 75 metres inland of
the damaged sea wall, at a cost of
£22,000. The cost of repairing the
original wall, which would not have
been a permanent solution to the
erosion problem, was estimated to be
between £30,000 and £55,000. This
emphasises the strong economic
arguments for set-back.
Design and monitoring
requirements
English Nature assumed responsibility
for designing a mechanism to allow
tidal waters to flood the site and for
monitoring the changes from pasture
to saltmarsh. Th~ Institute of
Estuarine and Coastal Studies (IECS)
at the University of Hull were
commissioned to undertake this work,
which to date has included designing
an inlet, reducing the height of the
damaged wall to allow overtopping at
high tides, constructing a spillway to
facilitate entry of flood water, a
detailed topographic survey, tidal data
collection, and analysis of sediment
characteristics.
The Institute, who have gained
considerable knowledge of the
workings of Essex saltmarshes, have
also advised on the content of future
monitoring programmes to obtain as
much scientific information as
possible on the mechanisms of set
back. Combining this with
information from English Nature's in
house biological monitoring
programme, the Northey project is
hoped to yield substantial technical
information on how set-back might
best be achieved - an essential exercise
if it is to be used as a common
technique by the coastal defence
engineer in the future .•

Colin Prosser, English Nature
Active quarrying and the
conservation of geological features
may, at first glance, appear to be
largely incompatible. However, in
reality, this is not the case. Through
working together and by planning for
conservation from an early stage, the
mineral extraction industry and earth
science conservationists can enjoy a
productive and mutually beneficial
relationship.
A healthy symbiosis
Man-made exposures have played a
key role in the interpretation of Great
Britain's geology. Quarrying has
provided numerous scientifically
important rock exposures which have
proved vital to the development of
the earth sciences over the last 200
years and to the current level of
understanding of our geological
heritage. This is especially true in
eastern and southern England, where
natural exposures are few and far
between. Here, in the absence of
borehole information, quarries often
offer the only source of data with
which to augment detail recorded
from coastal exposures. It is no
exaggeration to say that quarrying
has revealed many rock formations,
facies variations, mineral veins and
fossil taxa that would not otherwise
be known. In return for allowing
geologists access to examine quarry
faces, the extractive industry can
benefit from the information
gathered during these investigations,
and from the expertise gained by
students whose training has included
the study of quarry exposures.
A mixed blessing
In assessing the impact of quarrying
on earth science sites, it is useful to
appreciate the difference between
'exposure sites' - sites which expose a
deposit which is extensive or plentiful
underground - and 'integrity sites' 
sites which contain finite deposits
and landforms which are
irreplaceable if destroyed. Exposure
sites created by quarrying are not
threatened or damaged by continued
extraction, as new material will
continually be revealed. Integrity
sites can, however, be rapidly
destroyed by quarrying. Most
stratigraphical, palaeontological,
igneous, metamorphic and structural
sites fall into the former category,
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whilst many geomorphological sites,
caves, mine dumps and some
palaeontological sites, such as lens
deposits, fall into the latter. This
article concentrates on exposure
sites, as the great majority of active
quarries selected as SSSIs are of this
type.
Scientific value of active quarries
Active quarries provide opportunities
for geological research and study
which otherwise would not exist, and
are of particular value in low lying
inland areas where natural outcrops
may be absent. They can, moreover,
offer benefits which may not be
available at other types of exposure.
For example, progressive extraction
can facilitate the three dimensional
study of facies variations, reef
systems, mineral veins or igneous
contacts. Another advantage is that
active, and thus mobile, quarry faces
remain continually exposed. In the
case of claypits, faces are often only
available for study whilst the pit is
working. Closure can result in the
faces becoming degraded and
overgrown, and the pit itself flooded.
Without working claypits, very little
would be known of, for example, the
Oxford Clay, the Gault Clay or the
Westphalian Etruria Marl.
Active quarries also serve as a
source of rock, mineral and fossil
specimens used in education and
research. Important fossil finds are
regularly made in active quarries and
have been throughout the history of
the industry. At Grinshill Quarry in
Shropshire, the operators, English
China Clay, have voluntarily entered
into a 'code of practice' whereby
interesting specimens (ripple marks
and rhynchosaur bones and
footprints), revealed during
extraction, are saved and put to one
side for visitors to examine (Photo 1).
Other sites currently active and
yielding interesting fossil faunas
include Hornsleasow Quarry,
Gloucestershire (dinosaur and
primitive mammal bones),
Cattybrook Brickpit, Avon
(Westphalian flora) and W oodeaton
Quarry, Oxfordshire (varied
invertebrates), to name but a few.

Photo 1. Interesting specimens assembled by quarrymen at Grinshill Quarry, Shropshire
for visiting geologists to examine. (Photo by Colin Prosser)

their business. Notification is,
however, not an attempt to 'sterilise'
an important economic resource;
nor, where planning permission for
extraction already exists, do English
Nature have the power or desire to

restrict the day-to-day working of a
quarry. Indeed, consultations
between English Nature and quarry
operators usually resolve uncertainties
and, consequently, conflicts of
interest tend to be minimal.

Notification of a working quarry
as an SSSI serves two important
purposes. Firstly, it acknowledges
the scientific value of the site and,
secondly, it obliges the operator to
consult with English Nature over its
eventual restoration, if a detailed
restoration scheme has not already
received planning permission. Such
a scheme should be acceptable to
both English Nature and the
operator, and should balance the
need to conserve certain features
with the operator's afteruse
requirements. This might involve
rock faces being conserved once
extraction is complete, with the
remainder of the site being freed for
some other use, such as landfill
(Boon's Quarry, Warwickshire for
example) or industrial development
(Salt Hill Quarries, Lancashire for
example).
English Nature has recently
agreed mutually acceptable
restoration schemes with Castle
Cement at Coplow Quarry,
Lancashire, with Redland
Aggregates at Mountsorrel Quarry,
Leicestershire and with Rugby
Cement at Kensworth Chalk Pit,
Bedfordshire. Another example is
at Cadeby Quarry, Doncaster

Active quarries as SSSIs
Many active quarries are of sufficient
scientific value to be notified as
SSSIs. Understandably, operators
often view this as a serious threat to

Photo 2. Cadeby Quarry, Doncaster, where an area of the quarry has already been set aside for future geological conservation. (Photo
bv Colin Prosser)
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(Photo 2), where consultations
between Steetley and English
Nature have resulted in part of this
working quarry being identified as a
potential conservation area, ensuring
that important Permian fossil reef
features are safeguarded and leaving
Steetley free to plan the infill of the
rest of the site.
The conservation of a geological
feature at the end of the working life
of a quarry can be made much easier
for all concerned if an appropriate
clause, stating that restoration must
include the conservation of that
feature, is an agreed condition of
planning consent. English Nature's
earth scientists try, where possible,
to agree such conditions with
planners and quarry operators prior
to the issue of new quarry extension
consents. An agreement of this type
was reached recently at Crime Rigg
and Sherburn Quarries, Durham,
where the Sherburn Sand Company,
aware of the scientific value of their
quarry, proposed an extension to
their planning permission which
included a commitment to conserve
geological faces at the completion of
extraction. As a result, English
Nature has been able to agree to the
restoration of the existing quarry.
Continued co--operation between
the extractive industry and English
Nature is critically important to the
conservation of active quarries
designated as SSSIs. There need be
little, if any, conflict of interest
during the workiog of a quarry, and
a restoration scheme which satisfies
the needs of all concerned can
usually be agreed if consultations
start early enough. Earth scientists
must not forget that without
quarries, their scientific knowledge
would not be as rich as it is today.
And for quarry operators, a
restoration scheme incorporating the
needs of earth science conservation
can have considerable public
relations value.
Further information on quarrying
and conservation can be found in
Earth science conservation for the
mineral extraction industry, recently
published by English Nature. This
leaflet is endorsed by the industry's
trade federations, BACMI and
SAGA. Both have recently produced
'environmental statements' which
commit their membership to higher
environmental standards and a code
of practice, which includes
conservation. These commitments
are welcome as an important step in
improved conservation of Britain's
geological heritage.

Earth science photo-monitoring and documentation in Wales
Paul Wignall, University of Leeds
The Kimmeridge Clay is one of the
most important mudrock formations
in the British Jurassic, both for its
fossils and for its economic
importance as the principal source of
North Sea oil. Apart from the
splendid cliffs seen at its type locality
in Dorset, there are virtually no other
outcrops in England. Therefore, the
recent designation as an SSSI of the
former brickworks at Golden Hill, in
the Vale of Pickering, is of great
importance to the study of this
formation.
Golden Hill has been the subject
of scientific controversy over the
presence or otherwise of the
Hudlestoni Zone in the sequence 
normally a major stratigraphic gap in
the North Sea area. In order to
investigate this and document the
site more fully, English Nature
sponsored an excavation to clean up
the designated face. Present at the
excavation were Dr Paul Wignall and
Professor John Whicher from the
University of Leeds, Paul Ensom and
Stuart Ogilvie from the Yorkshire
Museum, Dr Beris Cox from the
British Geological Survey and Allan

Drewitt from English Nature.
A 27 metre section was exposed,
of which the lowermost 4 metres had
not been seen previously. The
principal rock types are alternating
shales and mudstones, with minor
thin limestones and siltstones 
similar to the Kimmeridge Clay of
Dorset. Ammonites are abundant
throughout the section and over 50
complete specimens were collected.
The results of recently completed
studies on the ammonite fauna
indicate that Pectinatites (Arkellites)
hudlestoni is common in the centre of
the Golden Hill section and that the
gap in the Hudlestoni Zone, if
present, is a relatively minor one at
the top of the Zone. Further
contributions to our knowledge of
Kimmeridge Clay stratigraphy
include the discovery of the first
known specimens of Pectinatites
(Virgatosphinctoides) smedmorensis
from the site.
The material from Golden Hill
will be deposited in the collections of
the Yorkshire Museum. The
landowner, Mr Eric Clarke, is to be
thanked for allowing access to the
site and for co-operating with the
investigation of the SSSL •

I
I

Pectinatites (ArkellitesJ hudlestoni from 4 metres above the base of the section at Golden
Hill. (Photo by Paul Wignall)
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Conservancy Council ceased to exist
and was replaced in Wales by CCW.
For the first time, a separate earth
science department was set up to
develop strategies for earth science
and landscape conservation in Wales,
and to provide a centralised advisory
function for its regional staff. By this
time, many, although not all, of
Wales' GCR sites had been notified as
SSSIs, and a monitoring programme
had already been devised for
biological sites by CCW's Monitoring
Ecologist, Peter Hope-Jones. It was a
logical progression to extend this
programme to cover earth science
localities, and to provide an archival
and legal base line against which
future changes in site configuration
and condition could be measured. In
common with biological sites, the
monitoring project allows detection
of: (1) gross changes in, or damage to,
the area and its boundaries (site
integrity monitoring) and; (2) the
effects of land management (or non
management) practices (quality
monitoring) .

film of archival quality from fixed
points. The fixed points are chosen
where permanent or, at least, semi
permanent features exist - for example,
a large gate, stile or erratic boulder
(Figure 1). This allows the same point
to be re-located in the future - the
exercise can then be repeated and
changes in site configuration
measured. Photographs of the general
site layout are taken in a series of pans
from left to right, and additional pans
are taken of particular geological
features (rock faces, mineral dumps,
landforms, etc). Some very large sites,
especially geomorphologicallocalities,
cannot be covered comprehensively in
this manner, and alternative methods,
including the use of vertical and
oblique aerial photographs, have to be
considered.
In addition to the photographic
data, specific information is collected
on the particular earth science features
of each site. These data include
details of site ownership, physical
layout, condition, scientific value and
boundary problems, as well as the
site's suitability for educational and
amenity use - for example, would it
benefit from an interpretation board,
or could itjorm the basis-for an
interesting geological or
geomorphological trail?
Recommendations are also made
about when the site should next be
monitored (this varies greatly from site
to site).
Much of the geological monitoring
data is collected on forms for
transcription onto a computer
database. Three contact sheets are
made from each set of negatives taken
at each ·site. One set of prints,
together with the negatives and photo
monitoring documentation, are stored
in archival conditions in CCW
headquarters. Additional sets of
prints and site data are used by earth
science staff and regional officers who
administer the sites. The use of
archival quality products and methods
of storage, and the strict adherence to
a fixed and repeatable field procedure,
means that the results of photo
monitoring can be used in a legal
context. They will also form the basis
of monitoring site change well into the
next century.

Practice

Personnel

• a list of possible site enhancements

The basic procedures for the photo
monitoring of earth science localities
are the same as those used for
biological sites. Ideally, the entire site
is photographed on black and white

Photo-monitoring of earth science
localities is carried out principally by
four CCW officers, chosen for their
varied expertise and local knowledge.
South west Wales is covered by Sid

• a list of action points concerning
immediate management problems.

Stewart Catnpbell, Rod Jones and
Margaret Wood, Countryside
Council for Wales
The Countryside Council for Wales
(CCW) faces the immediate challenge
of protecting, enhancing and
understanding its present earth
science resource - a huge site network
(418 sites) selected by the Geological
Conservation Review (GCR), which,
for historical reasons, it inherited with
little (frequently nothing) in the way
of documentation or site management
guidance. This lack of documentation
poses significant problems for both
regional and headquarters staff, who
spend much of their time formulating
responses to ever increasing numbers
of site development proposals. To
allow CCW to explore the possibilities
of public involvement with the earth
sciences (site trails, interpretation
facilities, non-statutory site protection
etc), CCW must firstly, and swiftly,
get to grips with its existing resource
and statutory responsibilities.
The photo-Illonitoring project
In April 1991, the Nature
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Howells, who has wide field
experience in the United Kingdom,
west Africa and Europe, and
previously worked for the Field
Studies Council. Sites in south east
and parts of mid-Wales are photo
monitored by Dr John Davies, a
former curator in Uandrindod Wells
Museum and co-author of an
extensive survey of geological sites in
Powys. His combined interests in
Lower Palaeozoic stratigraphy and
Caledonian structures are used to
effect in this area. Dr Robert
Matthews is CCW's geological photo
monitor for west Wales, including
Meirionnydd and parts of Clwyd. He
previously worked in the oil industry,
in Africa and the Middle East, as well
as in Britain - his expertise is as a
structural geologist. Finally, North
Wales (including Snowdonia, Uyn
and Anglesey) is covered by Dr
Margaret Wood, whose interests have
focused on the Precambrian,
Cambrian and Carboniferous in this
classic area of British geology.
Detailed site doculllentation
The initial earth science photo
monitoring project was completed at
the end of April 1992, giving the first
fully monitored site network within
CCW. It has given CCW a unique
'snapshot in time' of its statutory earth
science sites - how they form a series
of subject related networks, what their
management problems are and their
potential, in ~terms of educational and
publicity value, for development.
The next phase of site
documentation will build on the
photo-monitoring. The aim is to
produce detailed reports on the nature
and distribution of interests within
each of the 418 sites in Wales. This
information will be presented in the
form of Site Documentation
Management Briefs (SMBs). These
will provide:
• a detailed account of the site's
scientific interest
• an account of the distribution
of interests
• a list of conservation principles

For most of CCW's sites, these data
do not exist. 5MBs will, therefore, be

Figure 1. Dinas
Dinlle hill fort and
Quaternary SSSI,
Gwynedd - position
of fixed points for
geological photo
monitoring.

Alan Cutler and Graham
Worton, Black Country
Geological Society
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The Hayes Cutting is a well known
and important outcrop of Silurian
(Ludlow and Pridoli Series) rocks,
unconformably'overlain by the basal
conglomerate of the Lower Coal
Measures (Westphalian A), at the
southern end of the South
Staffordshire Coalfield. The site has
both stratigraphical and structural
significance, and also has historical
associations, having been described
by Murchison in 1839.

The outcrop is at The Hayes, near
Lye, in a road cutting on the busy
A456 (Stourbridge-Birmingham
road). Between the eastern end of
the exposure and the nearby road
junction with Hayes Lane, a brick
retaining wall had deteriorated to
such an extent that Dudley
Metropolitan Borough Council
(MBC) proposed removing it and
regrading the bank behind.
The site, which is a designated
Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation (the local designation
equivalent to RIGS in the West
Midlands), was not directly affected

by the proposal; but because of its
proximity to the proposed works, the
Black Country Geological Society
(BCGS) was consulted beforehand.
The demolition of the wall and
removal of backfill was carried out
by contractors at the beginning of
April, exposing sediments
immediately above the basal
conglomerate. Dudley MBC's
Public Works Department readily
agreed to the BCGS recording, for
the first time, the newly exposed
section before the bank was
regraded. The information gained
has subsequently been passed to the
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produced for all of CCW's earth
science sites, thereby allowing
streamlined responses to casework
problems and reducing reactive
workload. This will enable CCW to
adopt a more proactive role, creating
the staff time for new initiatives in the
earth sciences and helping to realise

the potential of the earth science and
landscape resource of Wales in the
wider sphere of public enjoyment,
amenity and education.
The 5MBs will also provide
regional CCW staff, largely non-earth
scientists, with an invaluable guide,
written partly in layman's terms,
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which outlines the scientific interest
and management principles of the
sites that they look after and notify as
SSSIs. At the same time, the project
will build on the secure foundations
laid by the GCR and help CCW to
protect its statutory earth science
localities more effectively.•

Members of the Black Country Geological Society give the Hayes Cutting a facelift. (Photo by Graham Worton)
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British Geological Survey, who have
recently remapped the Black
Country area.
As the work neared completion,
the degraded state of the Hayes
Cutting alongside became
increasingly apparent. The last time
this outcrop received any attention
was in 1980, when the cutting was
shortlisted as a possible SS SI during
the Geological Conservation Review
and a BCGS working party cleaned
up the most important features.
It was, therefore, very gratifying
when the Public Works Department
asked if they could help reinstate the
exposure. A site meeting was
quickly arrangeq and the necessary
work agreed. The local authority's
contractors would cut and remove
all the scrub vegetation and a
disused sewer pipe, prior to BCGS
carrying out conservation work on
the rock face itself.
The conservation work, which was
concentrated on the Silurian
Carboniferous unconformity, was
carried out as a two stage operation.
The first step was to dig away the
fallen debris and grub out the
network of rootlets from the section.
The second, and more subtle, stage
involved the use of brushes and
trowels to enhance the unconformity
itself. This detailed work brought
out the spectacular contact between
the steeply dipping Silurian rocks
and the overlying irregular basal
conglomerate of the Lower Coal
Measures. The work was carried
out methodically and safely, causing
no obstruction to rights of way, no
risk to volunteers or to the public,
and has turned a virtually unused
exposure into a valuable teaching
and scientific resource.
The BCGS has always been
somewhat reticent about the
clearance of sensitive or important
sites because, in some
circumstances, it can attract
unwelcome attention. After due
consideration of all relevant factors,
the decision to proceed with this
work was taken, and there is no
doubt that the Hayes Cutting now
looks magnificent, making a very
striking feature - impressive even to
non-geologists
The BCGS has enjoyed a long
relationship with both the Planning
and Leisure Departments of Dudley
MBC; but this is the first project
involving the Public Works
Department, and members are most
appreciative of their interest,
assistance and goodwill.
All we need now is money for an
interpretive sign! •

Snippets
Bartonian Stratotype
seriously threatened
The decision of the Public Inquiry held
in Lymington last May is likely to result
in damage to the internationally
recognised Bartonian Stratotype
exposed in the eroding cliffs of the
Highcliffe to Milford Cliff SSSI. The
Public Inquiry was called to determine
whether or not Christchurch Borough
Council (CBC) should be granted
planning permission to undertake cliff
drainage work in the area immediately
east of Chewton Bunny, on the
Hampshire-Dorset border (Earth
science conservation, 30, pages 15-16).
The inquiry resulted from the insistence
by the international geological
community and English Namre that
digging three counterfort drains into the
cliff face would obscure the A2
Horizon, thus breaking the continuity
of the Bartonian sequence.
Although the Secretary of State's
decision is to refuse planning
permission for two of the proposed
drains, CBC will, however, be allowed
to construct one drain. Whilst one
drain is clearly preferable to three, the
decision is very much regretted as
damage to this key site is still inevitable.
The decision comes in spite of English
Nature having presented an extremely
strong case, which included support
from geologists around the world. A
substantial amount of money was spent
on providing expert wimesses, and an
alternative engineering scheme was
proposed by English Nature's
consultants. The international
scientific significance of the site was
accepted by the Secretary of State, but
unfortunately other coastal protection
issues were considered more important.
This illustrates that SSSI stams does
not offer automatic protection, and that
difficulties exist in making value
judgements between conservation and
other land uses.
It is clear that natural features need
to be given greater recognition if we are
to successfully protect our heritage of
important sites. English Nature will,
therefore, be working to promote better
understanding, and to develop
improved decision making and
economic evaluation techniques. In the
meantime, English Nature hopes to
minimise damage to the Bartonian
Stratotype which may result from the
inquiry decision, and to ensure that
opportunities are available to collect
material and record data if and when
the drain is installed.
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Tir Cymen
The Countryside Council for Wales
(CCW) is proposing a pilot smdy to
test the practicability of a farm
stewardship scheme called Tir
Cymen. This scheme would promote
environmentally friendly farming by
offering an economically attractive
alternative to making a living solely
from food production. Under the
proposed scheme, payments could be
made to allow Welsh farmers to
rehabilitate, enhance and maintain
landscapes and wildlife habitats, and
to improve the opportunities for
public access and enjoyment of their
land. This exciting new scheme may
also offer considerable scope for
enhancing and promoting Wales'
magnificent earth science resource.
Initially, CCW proposes to apply and
test the scheme in three pilot areas 
Gower, Meirionnydd and Dinefwr. If
successful, CCW would like to see the
scheme extended to cover the whole
of Wales.

Site docwnentation in
Scotland

Scottish earth science
conservation meeting
agnus Magnusson gave the key note
address at a one day meeting,
organised by the Geological Society,
on the earth sciences and conservation
in Scotland. The meeting, which took
place in December, was attended by
planners, industrialists, academics and
conservationists, many of whom had
little previous contact with the subject.
One of the main purposes of the
meeting was to hear the views of these
key groups and identify ways in which
they can work together to fulfil shared
objectives in the field of earth science
conservation.
The talks ranged across a wide
spectrum, starting with an
entertaining discourse on Scotland's
geological heritage. Geology in the
service of the community was a
prominent theme in a number of
contributions. The environmental
effects of quarrying and road
construction were also considered,
together with coastal zone
management and the links between
planning, geology and conservation.
Finally, illustrations of practical

conservation in action were given and
arguments put forward for wider
participation in the effective
conservation of our heritage of rocks,
fossils and landforms.
It was concluded that for earth
science conservation to be really
effective, site owners, local
communities and the public at large
must be made to feel that the subject
holds something for them. This
represents a major challenge for
Scottish Namral Heritage.

Southerham Grey Pit
saved
Plans to landfill this SSSI, which were
the subject of a Public Inquiry held in
May 1991 and reported in the last
issue of Earth science conservation, have
been rejected by the Secretary of State
for the Environment. The inquiry
·ruled that the plans were premamre
on the grounds that the site was
scheduled as a possible route for a
new road. The findings mean that the
excellent Chalk Marl and Grey Chalk
sequence will remain exposed for the
present.

In common with the other
conservation agencies, earth scientists
in Scottish Natural Heritage are thin
on the ground. Much of the liaison
with site owners and response to
development proposals on geological
sites is undertaken by Area Team
staff, who are usually specialists in
subjects other than the earth sciences.
To help these staff identify features
of interest in the field, and become
more effective and informed
advocates of earth science
conservation, a series of Earth Science
Site Documentation Reports is
currently being compiled for specific
SSSIs. Each report provides a
concise site description, written in
non-specialist terms, and a dossier of
annotated photographs and figures.
These reports will form the basis of
Site Management Briefs, which will
define the optimum management
regime for each site.
Although this project is primarily
an internal communications exercise,
there will be tangible benefits in terms
of developing clearer site
management objectives. As most site
owners and occupiers will participate
in setting these objectives, the
initiative will also serve to strengthen
the key partnership link with land
managers.

Webster's Claypit lost
The long battle to save Webster's
Claypit SSSI from total destruction
was finally lost late last year when
Coventry City Council (CCC)
announced their decision to
completely infill this important
Westphalian site with waste. In
reaching their decision, CCC
turned down a compromise scheme
proposed by English Namre which
combined infill with conservation of
a key exposure, ruling that the need
for open space in Coventry was
more important that the need for a
geological SSSI. CCC's decision
thus brings to an unsuccessful
conclusion years of petitioning from
the earth science community and
long negotiations with the Namre
Conservancy Council and, later,
English Namre.
The site has been under threat
since the mid-eighties, just prior to
its notification as an SSSI, when
CCC gained planning permission
to infill it. Its plight was most
recently highlighted in Earth science
conservation, 26, page 25. The
destruction of the site, a source of
rare Westphalian fossil conifers, was
covered in both the national and
local press, and has been greeted
with anger and disappointment by
geologists and conservationists
alike.
Webster's Claypit SSSI is now partially
buried by infill. (Photo by Colin
Prosser)
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Snippets continued

Snippets continued
Conserving our
landscape
Researchers, planners, archaeologists
and conservationists met in Crewe
during May for a landscape
conservation conference. The
conference comprised a day of
presentations followed by two days
of field trips. Sixty five delegates
attended, with over 30 presenting
papers. The papers will be published
as a volume at the end of the year, and
this should form an unrivalled
compendium of ideas and information
for all those involved in landscape
conservation.
Five key conclusions emerged from
the stimulating and varied discussion
at the meeting:
• a sound understanding of geomor
phological processes is an essential
pre-requisite to landscape conservation
• the traditional site based approach
is not always suited to the
conservation of landforms and
some form of wider designation,
based for example on the geomor
phological system, would be more
appropriate in many circumstances
• effective conservation has to involve
landowners and the local community
• earth science has a fundamental
role to play in both wildlife and
landscape conservation, and also
has links with archaeology, and
should be more closely integrated
with these subjects
• despite similarities in the overall
approach to the conservation of
certain types of site, no one solution
will be appropriate for all sites of
that type - each site will have to be
considered on an individual basis as
the tensions which determine the
solution will be particular to that
site.
The field trips - to the River Dane, an
active sand quarry near Wrexham, the
Dee Estuary, Dovedale, the karstic
area west of Castleton, and Mam Tor 
explored some of the conflicts between
conservation and other land uses.
These visits concluded a very
stimulating conference which will
almost certainly condition the response
of the country conservation agencies,
and many other organisations and
individuals, to landscape conservation
issues in the future.

Conserving Britain's mineralogical heritage
The first conference devoted to
mineralogical conservation was held
this spring in response to increasing
developmental and environmental
pressures on old mine sites.
Academics, educationalists, planners,
collectors and conservationists met
in Manchester to identify common
ground for an integrated approach to
conserving and promoting Britain's
rich mineralogical heritage. Positive
results included the recognition of
two important aims - the
development of closer links between
site user groups and the development
of greater public appreciation of the
heritage and scientific value of mine
sites.

RIGS Support Officer
for England
Recent issues of Earth science
conservation have catalogued the
astounding success of the RIGS
(Regionally Important
GeologicaVgeomorphological Sites)
initiative in England. RIGS groups
have now been set up in most
English counties, and are in the
process of being set up in the
remaining few.
This success story is mirrored in
English Nature's commitment to
co-funding a RIGS Support
Officer, who will be based at the
headquarters of the Royal Society
for Nature Conservation, the
Wildlife Trusts Partnership, in
Lincoln for a period of two years.
The Support Officer, who is being
sponsored also by Shanks and
McEwan, the Clothworkers'
Foundation and the Geologists'
Association, will provide specialist
advice and guidance to RIGS
groups on a range of issues,
including site protection through
the planning system, practical site
management, site interpretation
and fund raising. This will be
accomplished through training
seminars and workshops,
information packs and a quarterly
newsletter. It is hoped that the
Officer will be in-post early in
September.
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Delegates discussed two ways of
achieving these aims - firstly through
the conservation agencies producing
integrated policies and strategies for
other groups, and secondly through
site user groups pursuing improved
links with each other and
undertaking more joint initiatives.
The second method is favoured by
the conservation agencies; but
whichever route is taken, the meeting
was a great step forward towards
widespread recognition of the
immense heritage potential of old
mineral working sites.
A volume giving a full report of the
conference. will be published within
12 months.

RIGS in Scotland
A meeting was held at Perth Museum
in April to explore the applicability of
the RIGS concept in Scotland. The
meeting, which was addressed by
Mike Harley from English Nature,
was well attended, with
representatives from a wide variety of
organisations throughout Scotland. In
the lively discussion which followed, it
emerged that the Midland Valley,
Grampian and Fife Regions, and parts
of Highland Region would all be
suited to the development of RIGS
schemes. The meeting also clearly
demonstrated that there is
considerable enthusiasm for the idea
at grass roots level.

\1.alvern venue for 1993
ternational conference
The earth science conservation
community in Britain is gearing up for
a major event in July 1993 - an
international conference on earth
science conservation, to be held in
Malvern Wells. Support for the
initiative is strong following the
immensely successful meeting held at
Digne, France, in 1991. The
conservation agencies - English
Nature, Scottish Natural Heritage, the
Countryside Council for Wales and
the Joint Nature Conservation
Committee - are teaming up with the
Conservation Committee of the
Geological Society of London and the
Geologists' Association in planning
the week-long event.
A first circular (copy enclosed) will
be winging its way around Britain,
Europe and indeed the world by the
time you read this. The conference
will feature four main themes:
local conservation and community
initiatives
earth science conservation and
sustainable development

New life for the Geological Conservation Review
Following the reorganisation of the
Nature Conservancy Council (NCC),
staff of the new county conservation
agencies have, over the last year, been
helping the Joint Nature Conservation
CommitteeQNCC) refocus the
Geological Conservation Review
(GCR) effort. The result is an
emerging agenda which, in addition to
reaffirming the position of GCR sites
as the basis of Great Britain's earth
science SSSI network, is generating
some exciting new initiatives.
The major concentration of effort
in INCC over the last year has been
to get GCR publication back on the
road. The first fruits are now
available, as follows:
Caledonian Structures in Britain south
of the Midland Valley (ed. lE.
Treagus) - published April 1992
British Tertiary Volcanic Province
(C.H. Emeleus and M. Gyopari) 
for publication July 1992
Igneous Rocks of South West England
(P.A. FloJP' C.S. Exley, M. Styles) 
for publication October 1992.

landscape conservation
site interpretation and public
awareness.
We believe that these themes can
attract wide participation from
overseas delegates, and together with
field trips to the Brecon Beacons,
West Midlands and Snowdonia, will
make for an exciting conference.

RIGS in Wales
Following the successful
establishment of the Powys RIGS
group by Brecknock Wildlife Trust,
plans are progressing to start a further
group based in South Wales, involving
Dyfed Wildlife Trust. The exceptional
range of geological and
geomorphological features in South
Wales gives the region an importance
out of all proportion to its size. The
formation of active RIGS groups in
the area to promote earth science
conservation at the local level is,
therefore, long overdue. Those
interested in taking part in new RIGS
schemes in the region are asked to
contact Sid Howells, Sea Hollies,
Freshwater East, Pembroke, Dyfed
SA71 5LB. Telephone (0646)
672538.
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During 1992/93, further volumes will
be completed and passed to the
publishers, including the Quaternary
of Scotland, Quaternary of the Thames,
and Metallogenesis volumes.
Under the Environmental Protection
Act (1990), the country conservation
agencies are responsible for the
notification of SSSIs in their
respective territories, while INCC is
charged with setting the standards
which apply in the scientific
evaluation and monitoring of these
sites. An important task currently in
hand is agreeing protocols between
the agencies and INCC to cover
issues such as ensuring the quality of
GCR site proposals and of
supporting documentation. It is
hoped that the outcome will be a
more rigorous and publicly
accountable procedure.
For further information on the GCR,
contact Des O'Halloran at the Joint
Nature Conservation Committee,
Monkstone House, City Road,
Peterborough PEl IJY. Telephone
(0733) 62626.

